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Minutes of the 2011 AGM of the Irish Orienteering
Association
The meeting was held at Kippure Estate, Wicklow on Sunday, May 1st after the Long distance event
of the Irish Orienteering Championships. The meeting began at approximately 6.30 pm.
Apologies from Harold White and Andrew Cox.

Agenda for AGM
Minutes of last year's AGM
Meeting Opening by Chairperson
Officer Reports
– Chairperson report
– Treasurer
– Mapping
– Development
– Communications
– Fixtures
– Coaching
– Controller of Technical Standards
– Junior Representative
– Elite
IOA Annual Awards
– Nominations
– Presentations
Election of Officers
AOB
Close of meeting
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Minutes of the 2010 Annual General Meeting
The Minutes of the 2010 AGM have been available on the IOA webpage for many months. The
previous minutes were accepted by the AGM

Chairpersons Report to the AGM
1. Introduction
2011 brings us firmly into the 5th decade of Irish Orienteering. While we are still in the midst of
financial turmoil and uncertain times, the sport nevertheless continues to grow and thrive. Firstly we
have a world class portfolio of maps, a vibrant and committed network of active enthusiasts and
volunteers and a growing population of orienteers. We are also at the forefront of technology in the
sport, building a strong and professional organisation from the bottom up, free from scandal,
financially prudent and with a very positive future. Every orienteer in the country can feel proud of
their contribution to developing the sport.
Over the past 9 years of my direct experience with the IOA executive and in the years before this a
series of very able, strong and committed executives have gradually, purposefully and meticulously
built the structures of the IOA to give it the firm foundations on which it stands today. The
organisation is very professionally run, and all the executives manage their functions in a highly
effective, efficient and thorough manner, executing on their own and the IOA’s objectives in a
tireless manner without any undue fuss or issues. For this I am extremely grateful and thank you all
on behalf of Orienteering in Ireland for your continued work and good-natured attitudes.
This has been a busy year for the IOA as we continue to execute on our strategic plan, develop the
sport and continue to put build solid structures for the sport and support the growth of ongoing
initiatives. I have no doubt that this work will continue and help further develop the sport in Ireland.

2. Strategy
The approach we are adopting to the development of orienteering in Ireland has two main strands:
firstly continuing to build on the development work underway in so many areas, and secondly to
help promote and increase the level of participation in the sport.
Also in late 2010 we revised our strategic plan laying out how we plan to develop the sport over the
next 3 years.

3. Continued development
An enormous amount of development work has been done and is continually ongoing within the
sport.
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a. Training, accreditation and coaching
Orienteering coaching and Instructor education and certification is well underway with a number of
coaches/instructors almost through the system. In addition this is now supported by a coaches and
instructors website containing a vast amount of resources to support the development and
certification process. I want to thank Ed Niland for leading these efforts and the work going in to
make this happen.
b. Development and International competitions
The Junior squad continues to develop under the watchful eye of Ruth Lynam and as well as having a
series of training and development sessions also gain valuable experience in international
competitions across Europe.
The senior squad, under Ivan Millar, has delivered fantastic success in 2010, with the best ever
results in World Championships in Norway last July. Building on this success, with equally ambitions
plans for 2011 are a committed, motivated, highly talented and enthusiastic group of athletes vying
to represent Ireland at international level. I had the privilege of seeing first hand last summer in
Norway how well they represented Ireland as excellent sporting and cultural ambassadors.
c.

Asset development and management

Brian Power is leading our efforts to continue to develop and manage our primary assets of the sport
(maps). During the past year the IOA made a significant strategic investment, supported by a
Department of Sport Capital Grant, whereby we acquired a significant amount of Lidar technology
covering many parts of the country. Lidar is the latest technology used for generating high quality
contours for map production.
As well as supporting the development of new and improved maps, we are also working on an
improved process for map registration, ownership, copyright etc. that will become a standard and
transparent policy for the association.
d. Improving standards
Orienteering is an evolving sport, and quiet technical in some parts. Over the past year Harold White
has been ensuring the IOA are up to date technically and has been refining and updating the
competition rules and guidelines to reflect current best practices.
e. Communications and marketing
The IOA has been steadily improving its image over the past year. Building on an excellent
rebranding exercise, we are further developing our collateral, imagery and marketing propositions.
Led by Finn van Gelderen, we are working hard to transform into a vibrant, coherent, appealing and
professional sport with broad appeal.
Martin Flynn has continued his excellent work in developing the web site and adding new features,
as well as releasing a new version of Ór the orienteering event software. The next year will see a re-
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branded web presence, and the continued development of print, web, photos and movies to
promote the sport at a professional level.
f.

Child Protection and Medical

Barbara Foley-fisher has continued to work as child protection officer, and is now introducing a
safe recruitment process for the IOA. I would like to ask all clubs to please consider availing of this
and to contact Barbara directly.
Bernard Creedon continues to act as our anti-doping and medical officer.
g. Fixtures & Registration
Fergal Buckley continues to manage the fixtures calendar and the registration process. We are
gradually improving the process and how registrations and the evens’ calendar is organised and
maintained. There has been a steady increase in fixtures with over 150 events per year currently in
the calendar.

4. Participation
We all know that our sport is an inclusive one both age, gender, abilities etc, we openly cater and
welcome all to take part. Needless to say one of the ways we can measure the development of our
sports is through its participation rates. Participation has traditionally been through the club & event
route. In more recent years a concerted effort has been made to expand participation within the
schools network and over the coming years further avenues to develop participation will be
developed.

a. Traditional open competitions
There has been a trend of growth in participation from this source during the past 3 year period,
with over 9% increase in events, a almost 30% increase in individual starts, and over 35% increase in
people who took part in more than one event. The average number of starts at events is now 94, up
16% since 2007. I addition this IOC has approximately 550 entries – the largest ever.
b. Schools
Schools orienteering continues to expand. Recently Leinster and Munster championships were held
followed by a National Championships both at primary and secondary levels. An increasing number
of schools are being mapped, more are actively participating in orienteering events, with a few
hundred students now a frequent occurrence at schools events. There are 27 primary schools and 35
secondary schools now actively competing in the schools event, with more girls participating at both
primary and secondary levels.

c.

Uniformed organisations
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Orienteering continues to be further developed within the membership movements, ie. The Scouts,
Guides etc.

5. Other developments
a. Awards Programme
During the past year we have revised and expanded our IOA awards programme. As well as the
traditional awards (i.e. the Silva and McTyre trophies and the Silva Award) 2 new awards have been
introduced commencing in 2011. These are:
i)

The Spirit of Orienteering Award

This award will be given to one person each year. It is in recognition of outstanding service or
performance in the sport, either for exceptional efforts in a single year or for a long- term
contribution that makes a lasting impact on the sport.
ii) Performance Excellence Award
This award will be given to each orienteer in a given year that achieves an outstanding result in
international competition. Any athlete reaching the performance excellence standard during a
calendar year will automatically be a recipient of this award.
•

Full details of these awards are in the appendix.

•
Normally the awards will be presented on or before the AGM for the previous year. In the
first year performance excellence awards will be retrospectively made to all orienteers who ever
reached these standards in the past.

b. Governance Structures
During the past year the IOA has formalised the existing practices for management and governance
of the association, putting in place sound and transparent financial, management, decision making
and strategic investment decision making structures.

6. Concluding remarks
I would like to express thanks on behalf of the IOA and the population of orienteers to Áine Joyce
who as administration assistant really keeps this whole organisation running, she does it efficiently,
professionally and pleasantly keeping us all on our toes with a smile.

The focus for the coming year will be to continue the programme of development activities already
underway as well as supporting and actively encouraging increased participation in the sport at all
levels.

The Chairperson’s report was accepted by the AGM
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Report from the Honorary Treasurer to the AGM
Income and Expenditure Account
The Irish Orienteering Association (IOA) made a loss of €857 for the Financial Year 2010. This
compares favourably to 2009 and is due mainly to the decision of the Executive not to pay out
mapping grants to clubs in 2010. In 2010 we received a mapping grant of €19,058 from the
Department of Tourism, Culture and Sport1. This was used to purchase LIDAR data
that for use as base data for the creation of orienteering maps. The Mapping Officer asked clubs to
identify areas they intended to map in the near future and LIDAR data was purchased for those
areas. Clubs have now been provided with the data free of charge, reducing the requirement for
grant funding for mapping. Consequently, overspending in other areas was more or less matched by
the surplus from the mapping budget.
When applying for the grant, the Association had to purchase the data and then submit invoices to
the Department in anticipation of a refund. The data was purchased in late November 2010 but the
refund was not received until January 2011. As a result, the bank
balance on 31st December 2010 was €35,957, compared to a balance of €78,779 on the same date
in 2009. However, once the grant funding was received the bank balance was considerably healthier.

Income
The Association’s main source of income is the grant that it receives from the Irish Sports Council. In
2010 we received a grant of €50,688, a decrease of 4% from 2009. The grant for 2011 was €47,951
which is 5.4% lower than that for 2010. The Irish Sports Council advised all National Governing
Bodies (NGBs) that its funding for 2011 would 5% less than that for 2010 and that this would be
reflected in grant funding given to NGBs. Considering the current economic climate, it is highly likely
that our grant funding will be decreased further in the future.
The overall income for 2010 was €84,776 as against €65,105 in 2009. However, when the mapping
grant is excluded the income figure decreases to €65,718, which is broadly similar to 2009.
Income from club affiliation remained similar to 2009. There was an increase of €1,940 in the income
from event registration compared to 2009. At a committee meeting in February 2011 it was agreed
to offset the likely decrease in grant funding by increasing the fees for registering events.
Members of the High Performance (HP) and Junior squads make a contribution towards competing
in international events such as WOC, JWOC, EYOC and the World Cup. These are usually offset
against the payments made by the IOA towards those events. Income and expenditure relating to
the squads in 2010 and 2009 is set out below.
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Total funding for Irish Orienteering Squads in 2010 was €32,313 compared to €28,892 in 2009.
Expenses associated with WOC in 2010 were considerably higher than those in 2009 due to the high
cost of living in Norway. Some expenses associated with the Junior Squad have yet to be finalised,
however it is not anticipated that the final figure will vary hugely from that shown above.

Expenses
Expenses associated with the High Performance and Junior Squads have been addressed above.
Expenditure on Communications in 2010 totalled €6,041. Expenses incurred in this area include the
design and publication of brochures, website costs and film-making. 2010 was the second year of the
Communications three-year plan and the expenditure reflects this. In addition, the Communications
Officer travelled to WOC to obtain promotional footage.
There was no depreciation associated with SI equipment in 2010 as it was considered fully
depreciated by the end of 2009. However, there was some depreciation associated with a helmet
camera that was purchased in 2009. The net book value of this equipment is €1,172. Depreciation is
calculated at 33% year on year with no residual.
Coaching costs in 2010 came to €5,796 which is a considerable decrease from 2009. However, unlike
2008 and 2009, no subsidy was paid to members who attended the Oringen Clinic. A Controllers’
course was held in October 2010 and it was intended to hold a planning course in December 2010.
This had to be postponed due to inclement weather.
Mapping expenditure in 2010 amounted to €19,818 compared to €10,058 in 2009. However,
€19,058 of this expenditure was associated with the grant application and was subsequently
refunded. The balance was spent on providing mapping courses and subsidising a member to attend
a mapping course held as part of WOC. The Association intended to hold a Mapping Course in
December 2010 and was postponed until January 2011.
Insurance costs in 2010 were less than those incurred in 2009. This is probably due to competition in
the market.
Only one event subsidy was paid in 2010; this was a subsidy of €790 towards the costs of the
Irish 3-day in Donegal in June.
Other admin costs are self-explanatory.
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Balance Sheet
The Association's cash position on 31st December 2010 was quite week. While we made a net loss of
€857 the cash balance on 31st December was €35,957. This is a decrease of €42,822 from 31st
December 2009. However, this was primarily due to the payments that were made as part of the
mapping grant application.
Subsidies and refunds to some members of the Junior Squad for 2010 have still to be paid and some
payments from the Squad are still outstanding.
The Association now has a capital surplus of €55,809. This is in line with the 2009 cash surplus of
€56,666. The Irish Sports Council recently issued guidelines on prudent Financial Management by
NGBs and discourages organisations from operating at a loss. For 2011, each Officer has been
allocated a budget. Any proposal that may result in this budget being exceeded must be approved by
the Executive prior to implementation.

Acknowledgement
I would like to thank my immediate predecessor Mary O’Connell for all her assistance over the past
year, particularly in the weeks when I initially succeeded her as Treasurer. Her predecessor, John
Casey, also provided me with advice and assistance. My thanks to him. I am not an accountant by
profession, nor do I work in the area of financial services, and the past year has represented a very
steep learning curve for me. I would like to thank Áine Joyce for her assistance and reminders to me
over the past year, and also the other members of the Executive for their patience and
understanding as I became more familiar with the role.

------------------------------- Sarah Ní Ruairc

The treasurer’s report was accepted at the AGM
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Mapping Officers Report to the AGM
Mapping Activity is relatively healthy with a good supply of new maps coming on stream each
season. Most new maps, particularly for major events, are produced using the services of a
professional mapper. However these projects still require considerable project management by club
mapping officers from the inception stage through to final production. Event planners also have an
important role to play in ensuring the consistency and accuracy of the finished product. Most maps
require updating for every event due to changes in vegetation and other corrections that may be
required. The role of the club’s mapping officer now is principally to maintain the register of the
club’s maps and to ensure that base maps are fully up to date. However there is still a lot of
mapping that club that members can carry out, particularly for local, park and school maps that are
relatively easy to produce.

Mapping Techniques:
GPS now plays an important part in fieldwork and for this reason all OCAD base maps should be
geo-referenced i.e. aligned to a defined coordinate system such as the Irish National Grid. This
allows the direct importation of GPS tracks and waypoints into OCAD. The finished map for the
event is usually taken as a partial map and rotated to align magnetic north with the page orientation.

LIDAR (light detection and ranging):
The IOA was notified late in 2010 that a sports capital grant for mapping provisionally approved in
2007 was still available, provided it was claimed before the end of the year. The purchase of LIDAR
data was investigated and following requests for proposals from clubs, a revised proposal to procure
data from OSI at a cost of €19,000 was submitted and approved by the Department of Sports and
Tourism. With help from Pat Healy the IOA succeeded in obtaining LIDAR data covering nearly 200
square kilometres in 9 counties, at no cost to the Association (the full cost has been recouped from
the Department).
A LIDAR workshop was held at Lumville House in January of this year and was attended by 18 club
Mapping Officers. Some of the LIDAR data has already been used for a number of mapping projects
and will be used for many more new maps over the coming years. The main benefit of LIDAR is that
it produces very detailed contour information. A digital elevation model (DEM) is produced and
interpreted by OCAD 10 to provide contours at intervals of 5m, 2.5m or 1.25m, depending on the
complexity of the terrain. It is of most benefit on open mountain terrain and combined with GPS has
revolutionised the accuracy and detail that can be achieved

Map Registration:
15 new areas for mapping were registered with the IOA in the course of the year. The current
register is incomplete and there is no register of completed maps. This is unsatisfactory from a
planning and strategic point of view. A brief discussion at the end of the LIDAR workshop did not
show any great enthusiasm among the mapping officers for changing the current system. It is hoped
that a resolution of this situation will be found over the following year.
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Map Quality:
The quality of printed maps continues to improve. Waterproof paper is now widely used, even for
local and league events. This facility is available in Ireland although some clubs have used printing
services in the UK and Germany. Printing on demand at events is now also a reality, particularly for
small events where it is difficult to predict the turnout and to avoid wastage of unused maps.

SportIdent:
The IOA continues to support the two SI kits and a supply of SI cards. In the last year a number of
clubs in the Leinster area have purchased their own SI equipment and four clubs are now selfsufficient, with the exception of SI cards. We have been fortunate up to now to have people willing
to mind the shared kits but this is unsustainable into the future.

Brian Power

The Mapping Officers Report was accepted by the AGM
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There was no Development Officer’s report

Report to the AGM from the Communications Officer
My time this year was very limited due to work commitments, but I managed to focus on the
following:

Promotional Video “Join Us” and Orienteering Documentary
I recently completed an promo that I had commissioned entitled “Join Us”. This ad will sit on our
website, the sports council website and can be used as a viral. There has been a lot of discussion
on the ogroups on what the best way to attract people to the sport and hopefully this ad will go
some way to meeting that need. Personally I feel that adventure racers has untapped potential
and this ad is attractive to all levels including families.
Over the last year I have shot a lot of footage about the senior squads exploits in Trondheim at
WOC last year, this will become part of a documentary of the squad over the next 2 years
culminating at WOC in Finland in 2013 which is one the squads major goals. I have shot for
approximately 24 days so far and will be working closely with the squad over the coming months
following their stories as they compete and train. The ﬁnal ﬁlm will be feature length and also
cover the history of the sport in the country and an overview of orienteering.
I ﬁlmed at a Schools orienteering event in Cork recently and will be producing a small piece
about schools orienteering to sit on our website and on vimeo.

Nestle Get Set Go Free
I was approached again by Grassroots promotions (Formerly parallel promotions) about taking
part in the promotion again this year. I communicated our disappointment with the promotion
and discussed things that could be done to improve our exposure within the promotion this year.
I feel it will only work if the IOA adopt the promotion and all events open up to it from the
calendar rather than just a few. It is a great opportunity for free promotion and to attract
families to the sport. The main gains for this year include orienteering being named on the
packets as it wasn’t last year, listing of the clubs websites and photography and promotional
material provided by the IOA.

Shamrock 2011
At the request of Corko I commissioned a logo for this years Shamrock which is being
completed at the moment.

JK 2011 & IOC 2011
I designed and took photographs for a promotional brochure for both the JK and the IOC. I also
designed pull ups and print adverts. The brochures were distributed at orienteering events
worldwide.
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Upcoming Activities:
The Adventure Weekend
Taking place on the weekend of the 20th  22nd of May, the IOA is taking a stand and I have printed
brochures and have had a pull up designed for the event. Close to 30,000 people attend the event
that runs over the three days and orienteering is a part of the dare adventure race that runs in
conjunction with the event. So far Ed Niland and I are available to man a stand, but we are looking
for some volunteers to assist us on this good opportunity to attract people to the sport. We will
also be showing our ad “Join Us” on a giant screen in the NGB area which should attract people to
the stand.
10 ELEMENTS OF ORIENTEERING – WEB TV
Between coaching and comms we have designed and are commissioning a 10 part short ﬁlm
series that explains the basics of orienteering to beginners. The IOA are starting a webtv channel
entitled “OTV”, that sits on vimeo which is similar to you tube. These videos can be watched
again and again by the orienteer starting out and are a combination of live action and animation.
Titles include “Reading the Map”, “Route Choice”, “Compass Skills” and “Relocation”. Shooting for
this takes place in September with delivery in January 2012.
Sponsorship for the Junior and Senior Squad
I have been looking at sponsorship and will be producing a sponsorship package and document
for the squads over the coming months. In the current economic climate getting sponsorship
will prove to be difficult, but as the squads can build on successes this year, particularly at WOC
it is not inconceivable.
Finn van Gelderen
April 29 2011

This report was accepted by the AGM
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IOA Fixtures Officer’s Report for IOA AGM, May 1st 2011
st

st

193 events have been registered with the IOA for the current season, 1 August 2010 – 31 July
2011. This is an increase of 16 from the previous season and is more or less on a par with the
average number of fixtures per season over the last 10 years.

Revised schedule of event registration fees
The following revised schedule of event registration fees has been introduced for events registered
to take place as and from the beginning of the 2011/12 orienteering season (from 1st August
2011). These adjustments were made necessary to minimise cutbacks to essential IOA
expenditure as a result of successive reductions in Irish Sports Council funding. A new registration
form for the 2011/12 season reflecting these changes is now available on the IOA fixtures
wikipage.
All International Events (C1) and National Events (C2) (including all events bearing the title
‘Irish Orienteering Championship’, ‘Leinster Orienteering Championship’, ‘Munster Orienteering
Championship’ and ‘Connacht Orienteering Championship’ and events with 'IOF World
Ranking Event' status). Fee: €120
All Regional Events (C3) organised by a club affiliated to the Leinster region. Fee: €80
All other Regional Events (C3) and all Local Events (C4). Fee: €40
The 11th and subsequent C3/C4 event registered by a club in a 12 month season: Fee: €20
All MTB-O, Trail-O, Night-O, Colleges and Schools events. Fee: €20
Rogaines and Mountain Marathons. Fee: €60

Abolition of the free event credit
The free event credit for IOA affiliated clubs was introduced a couple of years ago and was intended
to ensure that all affiliated clubs organised at least one event per year. However, it has proved
cumbersome to administrate and still some clubs continue to fail to organise any events. Therefore it
has been deemed to have served no useful purpose and has been abolished as and from this year.

Fergal Buckley
IOA Fixtures Officer

This report was accepted by the AGM. See Appendix 3 for the new Event Registration Form
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Report to the AGM from the Director of Orienteering Education
This year has been a frustrating year for me with regard to moving the accreditation forward with
the two Instructor courses due to limited time available to concentrate on the work, due to
increased work commitments. The slow nature of working towards accrediting of courses in general
has stalled the progress I wanted to make by now. As a result all of the other parts of the jigsaw
which are required to be in place to have a workable structure have also stalled. I have attached the
Outline, Syllabus & sample delivery programme of both courses for your information. The draft
Handbooks can be viewed upon request.
Below is a list of work that is done & on-going. This will need to be progressed in tandem if we are to
be allowed to deliver any courses. No quarter is given to us in the amount of work which needs to be
completed in order to start delivering. We are required to do the same amount of work as other
National Governing Bodies with fulltime professional staff, Myself being a volunteer can only do so
much at once. Once we get these courses accredited, we can start to generate income which will go
towards the administration & future development of Orienteering Education.
I am still at attending the Monthly Adventure Sports Framework (ASF) meetings. These have recently
been moved to every six weeks which will help with allocating time to do other Orienteering related
work. More information on the ASF below.
I have a number of jobs which I would like help from doing Generic maps in OCAD of courts, pitches
& Athletics tracks, to uploading data to Nopesports O-Wiki, proofreading of forms & booklets,
including legal opinions! I would appreciate any offers of help & assistance.
I will be sending out regular emails over the next while when I collate all the work which needs to be
done.

Summary of work done so far & work to be done;
1. Ability Awards;
2. Instructor Training;
3. Coach Education;
4. Tutor Training;
5. Administration;
6. Future;
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1. The Ability Awards:
The Orienteering Ability Awards have been developed to train & assess Orienteering skills in all our
Orienteers – be they novice, weekend warrior, serious competitor or aspiring elite. We are doing this
for a number of reasons, principally to improve the standard of orienteering at all levels, but it will
also have positive safety and event management implications.
We have developed 6 levels (Beginner, Novice, Improver, Advanced, Expert & Elite), each building on
the skills learnt in the previous to give Orienteers all the necessary skills to become better.
Resources being made available are:
- Explanation booklets which contains all of the Knowledge & skills necessary to become proficient
at that level.
- Assessment sheets for Instructors & Coaches.
- Micro Certificates for Instructors & Coaches to issue upon successful completion of the Ability
Level.
- Assessment Completion forms;
Rationale for creating an Ability Awards:
Increase success of participants - rewarding effort;
Convert single event participants into multiple event participants;
Increase progression, improving personal skills;
Improve personal safety while taking part in events - by making sure participants are good enough
to take part;
- Improve Event safety - we will know that individuals are good enough to take part;
- Increase connection between OEC's and the IOA;
- Increase connection between Schools and the IOA;
- Increase club member numbers;
- Increase numbers going forward for International competitions;
- Increase the diversity of Orienteering events - events targeting specific levels, groups;
- Increase dedicated training opportunities across the country;
- Increase income for clubs and the IOA - So we can all do more;
- Easier to track the numbers being introduced;
- Easier to track the numbers progressing upwards;
- Easier to track the number of participants staying in the sport;
- A Talent/Performer ITC tool - spotting potential, growing it and allowing it to flourish;
- Because effort to learn needs to be rewarded!
The first four level are being released for use by instructors this year, with the final two a later date.
-

The First two levels of the OAA’s will make up the newly updated FETAC proficiency award, Level 4,
with OAA 4 & 5 being a new FEATC proficiency award Level 5.

2. Instructor Training;
Two courses awaiting approval from Coaching Ireland:
IOA Orienteering Instructor;
IOA Advanced Orienteering Instructor;
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Both courses will be on the Adventure Sports Framework. The aim of the framework is to develop a
common framework for adventure sport instructor/leader training and qualifications. The
framework ensure that standards are defined and maintained to the highest levels. It is a common
framework for the adventure sports Leaders & Instructor training & qualifications. In short agreeing
the Knowledge’s, skills & competencies common to each level across each sport. Three levels of
Instructor competencies have been agreed:
Stage 1: Basic Instructor;
Stage 2: Intermediate Instructor;
Stage 3: Advanced Instructor;
Also, a specialist Instructor competency has been agreed for specialist areas: we are looking at three
possible Specialist courses in the future – MTBO, Mountain Navigation & Trail O/Disability O. Both of
the instructor courses in development will be on the adventure sports framework at Stage 1 & 2. Our
Senior Orienteering Instructor will be developed at a later date after we have commenced our Coach
Education programme.

Coaching Ireland & FETAC/HETAC
At present all Instructor, Coach & Tutor training courses are being transferred onto the National
Framework of Qualifications (NFQ). Coaching Ireland are working with both FETAC & HETAC to
migrate all courses on to the framework. As part of the ASF, our courses are being transferred first.
Proficiency awards will be at level 4 & 5; (FETAC Awards)
Instructor Awards will be at Level 5 & 6; (FETAC Awards)
Coach & Tutor Awards will be at Level 6+ (HETAC Awards)

The proficiency, the first two Instructor awards & the Tutor training course are being mapped onto
the NFQ this year, with the Coaching courses after the amalgamation of FETAC & HETAC in 2012. I
would like to thank Sharon Murphy of Coláiste Stiofáin Naofa who is assisting with the FETAC
compliance process.

IOA Orienteering Instructor:
Train Orienteers up to OAA2 – Novice;
Assess Orienteers at OAA1 – Beginner;
Duration: One Day, with ½ day Assessment;
Pilot 1st Pilot done 27th March at Golden Grove;
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2nd Pilot in May/June (TBC)
See Appendix One for more detail
IOA Advanced Orienteering Instructor:
Train Orienteers up to OAA3 – Improver
Assess Orienteers up to OAA3
Duration 3 Days, with 1 day of assessment;
Rollout June/July (TBC);
See Appendix Two for more details;

Documents developed to support/Administer Training:
Course Outline, Syllabus & Sample Programme (2)
Training Registration & Course Application
IOA Confirmation of registration & Course application;
Recognition of Prior Learning Application form
Instructor Handbook, Logbook, Workbook (2)
Tutor manuals, including assessment forms, PowerPoint & other notes to deliver the course (2);
Certificate of Attendance;
Instructor Assessment forms – Pre & Post requirements;
Certificate of Qualification;
License Application
License Certificate
License Renewal form

Training Resources developed & included in training:
Orienteering Ability Awards Explanation booklets;
Generic Map – Courts, Pitches & Athletics Tracks;
Sample courses – Explanation & example of different formats;
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Event Management – Traffic Management Signs;
Event Management Signs;
Corriboard Controls (2);
Software:

Purple Pen;
Quick Route;

3. Coach Education;
Our Coach Education system will reflect Coaching Ireland’s Coach Education ladder:
Level One: Apprentice Coach;
Level Two: Coach;
Level Three: Senior Coach;
Level Four: Master Coach;
No direct work has been done with the Coach certification process with Coaching Ireland since the
agreement of the Long term Orienteers Development plan, a technical planning document required
to layout the content required to be included in each level.
The Level One course will be 80% complete when someone completes the Advanced Orienteering
Instructor Training course. An extra day will be required to cover physical & mental training skills. An
assessment day will also be required.

4. Tutor Training;
The IOA has the following active Tutors trained or in training at present:
Andrew Cox (WATO);
Brian Bell (GEN);
Deirdre Ni Challanain (Ajax OC);
Ed Niland (Boru);
Frank Ryan (WEGO);
Lindie Naughton (3Roc);

Training of Tutors is completed in two parts: -Coaching Ireland’s Tutor Development Course; and IOA Training course;
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All tutors have completed the Coaching Ireland segment of the training, with a final weekend to be
completed by the IOA. This weekend was supposed to happen in March 2011, but was cancelled due
to personal reasons by myself. Training will be completed very soon. I’d like to thank my Tutors in
training for their patience with me. If anyone else would like to help us deliver training & would
consider attending, please make contact with me & I will talk you through what needs to be
achieved. Tutors are paid to deliver the training courses.
Individuals whom have already completed the Coaching Ireland Tutor course will be exempt from
parts, but will need to attend the IOA training course to understand the what & how being delivered.
Tutor Assessors
For Tutors to become qualified, Coaching Ireland require National Governing Bodies to have trained
Tutor Assessors. Training as an assessor was completed by 1 of our Tutors (EN) during 2010. A dozen
Tutors attended the course across all of the Adventure sports & was a very enjoyable, if steep
learning curve.
We will also have an opportunity to train level 2 Tutors in 2011. This concentrates on Facilitation
skills & refining course delivery skills. No decision has been taken on attendance.

5. Administration;
The following are documents which are or need to be drawn up as part of the management &
administration of the Orienteering Education:
Ability Awards:
-Registering participants completion;
-OAA Certificates;
Instructor Training:
-Training Registration & Course Application;
-IOA Confirmation of registration & Course application;
-Recognition of Prior Learning Application form;
-Instructor Handbook, Logbook, Workbook (2);
-Tutor manuals, including assessment forms, PowerPoint & other notes to deliver the course (2);
-Certificate of Attendance;
-Instructor Assessment forms – Pre & Post requirements;
-Certificate of Qualification;
-License Application;
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-License Certificate;
-License Renewal form;
Tutor Training
-Application Form;
-Coaching Ireland Tutor course;
-IOA Tutor training Course;
-Tutor contract/Agreement;
-Tutor Licensing Agreement;
Coaching Ireland/FETAC/HETAC Course accreditation
-Outline, Syllabus, Programme Agreement documents;
-Tutor Manual;
-Instructor Handbook, Logbook, Workbook & Assessment process;
Course Delivery
-Coaching Ireland’s Course delivery approval form;
-Coaching Ireland’s Course completion form;
-Certificates (Course Attendance, Qualification & Licence);

6. The Future:
What I want done by this time next year:
All tutors Assessed, Certified & Licensed;
Two Instructor Training courses approved by Coaching Ireland;
One Instructor training course approved by FETAC;
Two Proficiency awards approved by FETAC;
Majority of Clubs, Senior Colleges & Adventure centres with Licensed or in training Instructors;
Both Instructor courses delivered, at least once, in each province;
Administrator employed to manage the paperwork;
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There was no report from the controller of Technical Standards

Report to the AGM from the Junior Representative
th

The Junior results hightlight of 2010 was Niamh Corbett’s 4 place in W16 at the European Youth Champs,
th
nd
overshadowing some other very good results at that event - Alex Simonin 20 M16, Jack Millar 32 M16, and
th
14 for the M16 relay team.
There was also cause for celebration when the Junior Home International team beat Wales for the first time
this century (at least). This was achieved mainly by solid performances throughout the team, best Irish runner
was Jonathan Quinn.
More recently at the JK last weekend Caoimhe O’Boyle had a convincing win in W14, Ruairi Long won M12 in
the Sprint, and Frazer Howe, Eoghan Knight & Paul Pruzina won the 40- Relay.
International Representative Competitions 2010
Junior World Orienteering Championships (JWOC), Aalborg, Denmark, 4 – 10 July
M20 Niall Ewen, Sean Knight, Conor Short.
Leader Ruth Lynam
European Youth Orienteering Championships (EYOC), Soria, Spain, 1 – 4 July
M18 Cillin Corbett, Colm Moran, Josh O’Sullivan-Hourihan.
M16 Jack Millar, Laurence Quinn, Alex Simonin, Mark Stephens.
W16 Niamh Corbett, Cliona McCullough
Leaders Greg McCann, Brenda Hynes
Junior Home International (JHI), Stirling, Scotland, 11 – 12 Sep
W14 Megan Getliff, Roisin Long, Caoimhe O’Boyle, Jill Stephens; W16 Niamh Corbett, Cliona McCullough,
Deirdre Ryan; W18 Laura Cox, Aine McCann Andrea Stefkova;
M14 Donal Kearns, Peter Meehan, Cathal O’Cleirigh, Jonathan Quinn; M16 Jack Millar, Laurence Quinn, Alex
Simonin, Mark Stephens; M18 Cillin Corbett, Sean Knight, Colm Moran, Conor Short.
Leaders Greg McCann, Ruth Lynam, Mike Long, Kathryn Walley
Training 2010-2011
30 June – 2 July – pre-JWOC training, Aalborg, Denmark.
28 June - 1 July – Pre-EYOC training, Soria, Spain
10-11 Oct - 33 juniors - Training & Time Trials, Dublin, Glendasan & event in Newcastle Co. Longford.
27-28 Nov - 27 juniors – Training Knockbarron, CROC Portumna.
12-13 Mar - 39 juniors - Training & Time Trials, Dublin, Ticknock, Bull Island
28 April – 19 juniors – Training Scarr.
Squad Tour 2010-2011
9 – 15 Aug – WOC Tour Norway. The Summer Tour went to the World Championships spectator races where
the juniors had the opportunity to compete on the World Championship maps, and to join in the atmosphere
of a World Champs and cheer on the Irish Elites at the very spectator-friendly event arenas.
Other Activities
Selectors
The current Junior Squad selectors are Ruth Lynam CNOC, Greg McCann LVO, Mary Healy GEN.
Fundraising
With funds more restricted there have been several very successful fundraising initiatives.
Niamh O’Boyle organised the by now annual Quiz at IOC 2010 which raised €750.
Don Short found out just how much work goes into organising a quiz when he took on the 2011 Quiz at the JK.
Gordon & Marlene Stephens organised the JK hoodies/sweatshirts, with a proportion of the proceeds going to
the Junior Squad, income to be finalised as they are still taking late orders.
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Plans for 2011-2012
International Competitions: JWOC, Poland 2 – 8 July. Team to be selected after IOC.
EYOC Czech Republic 24 – 26 June. Team to be selected after IOC.
JHI Fermanagh 1 – 2 Oct.
Squad Summer Tour: WOC tour in France 13 – 20 August.
Training for JWOC 2012: Slovakia 26 - 31 July.
Training weekends to be confirmed, probably in early autumn, early winter, and March 2012.
The Time Trial route in Phoenix Park which juniors have run since 2007 is no longer available, a new plan is
being considered.
Finally
Thanks to everyone whose help makes managing the Junior Squad possible. It is only fair to name those who
have volunteered coaching over the year - Greg McCann, and Darren Burke, Hugh Cashell, Brian Corbett, Colm
Hill, Mike Long, John McCullough, Ivan Millar, Todd Oates (NZL), Niamh O’Boyle, Aonghus O’Cleirigh, Marcus
Pinker, Simon Reeve, Carol Ross (CAN), Sharon Shaw, Ruairi Short. Thanks to all the parents who help with
driving, catering, supervision & all the other jobs required by the Junior Squad, thanks to Aine Joyce for many
more hours this year of travel agent work, and thanks to all the juniors who show terrific enthusiasm for
training weekends and squad activities in general.
Ruth Lynam
29 April 2011

The report was accepted by the AGM
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Irish high performance annual report for Irish Orienteering
Association AGM, May 1st 2011.
2010 Results.
Irish seniors competed at the following major events in 2010:
World cup round 2.
Gerard Butler, Darren Burke, David Healy, Nicolas Simonin and Niamh O’Boyle
competed on the Nordic tour series of World cup races.
This is a spectator and media friendly round of 3 races held in Finland, Sweden and
Norway. The races are mainly shorter races of sprint and middle distance.
The team picked up valuable big race experience but found the added travel and
accommodation costs of the tour unfavourable. Further Irish participation in the
Nordic tour events will be seriously considered in the future.
World university championships.
After lengthy consultation with the Irish universities sports association (CUSAI) a
small but talented team of Niamh O’Boyle, Colm Hill and Nicolas Simonin was
selected to represent Ireland at the WUOC in Sweden.
The team was managed by Neil Dobbs and performed well against a top class field.
World mountain bike orienteering championships.
Bobby Smyth represented Ireland at the World MTBO champs in Portugal. He
performed well under very hot conditions in all 3 championship distances.
World TrailO championships.
The World trailO champs were held in Trondheim and an Irish team of Wilbert
Hollinger, Gordon Stephens and the very experienced Alan Gartside took part. It was
Wilbert Hollinger however who performed best at the champs finishing an
outstanding 25th overall.
World orienteering championships.
The highlight of the international year was the World champs in Trondheim, Norway.
A full strength team of 6 men and 4 women represented Ireland. The team included:
Rosalind Hussey, Susan Lambe, Ciara Largey, Niamh O’Boyle, Neil Dobbs,
David Healy, Shane Lynch, Seamus O’Boyle, Nicolas Simonin and Andrew Quin.
The team was well managed by Kyle Heron.
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Many of the team members spent weeks and months preparing for the competition
by training in relevant terrains near Trondheim. This extra preparation paid off with
the team experiencing one of the most memorable world champs in recent years.
Team members qualified for 4 final races.
Nicolas Simonin – Long and Sprint, Niamh O’Boyle – Long and David Healy – Middle
It was also a case of what could have been with 4 other team members finishing just
seconds away from qualifying for finals.
A lot has been gained from the Trondheim experience. Mainly that quality time spent
in relevant terrain does pay off. Having team members peaking with fitness and form
at the right time and of course having plenty of support at the event – big thanks to
the juniors and their families!
World cup round 4.
The world cup event in Annecy in October provided the first opportunity to train and
compete on relevant terrains for WOC2011.
A development team of Niamh O’Boyle, Darren Burke, Gerard Butler, Hugh Cashell,
Colm Hill, Seamus O’Boyle and Ruairi Short competed in the Long distance race.
World cup round 5.
Niamh O’Boyle and Darren Burke competed at the final world cup event of 2010 in
Switzerland.
Irish senior champions 2010.
Sprint distance: Nicolas Simonin (BOC) and Susan Lambe (LVO)
Long distance: Nicolas Simonin (BOC) and Niamh O’Boyle (CNOC)
Men’s Relay: Shea O’Boyle, Ruairi Short, Colm Hill (CNOC)
Women’s Relay: Niamh O’Boyle, Orla Jennings, Ruth Lynam (CNOC)
TrailO: Wilbert Hollinger (LVO)

World champs 2011.
This year’s World orienteering championships takes place in the Savoie region of
France from August 10th – 20th.
It is expected that a full strength team of up to 6 men and 4 women will compete at
this year’s competition. Selection is already under way with a number of places on
the team being filled from selection races held at the JK.
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The selection process is similar to that of last years with runners being selected to
compete at each distance – 3 qualify for sprint, 3 for middle and 3 for long. Relay
teams will be selected based on athletes form during the WOC week.
There are 2 places at each distance filled automatically from selection races and the
3rd place will be decided by selectors on form up to June 1st.
The second round of selection coincides with the second WOC training camp to be
held in late May and early June. A large number of senior squad members are
travelling to the selection/training week as preparation for the World champs.
It is hoped that similar success to last year can be achieved in France. With good
preparation, a bit of luck and plenty of Irish juniors cheering us on – who knows!

Squad funding.
In-line with other areas within Irish orienteering high performance has had a
reduction in the funding available towards maintaining and developing HP standards.
We are grateful to the IOA for the allocation in 2011 of 11k euro (down from 15k in
2010).
This reduction in funding means that funding for competitions and trainings will be
lowered and there will be more emphasis on self-funded participation. As in other
areas within the IOA cost saving measures will need to be identified within high
performance and other avenues of funding must be explored.
The senior squad will debate this and other issues within squad funding (including a
possible return to the athlete carding system) in the near future.

Coaching and Development.
Orienteering high performance standards can only be developed within a sound
coaching and development environment. A squad technical coach is being sought to
work with squad members on a long term basis. It is difficult to find someone willing
to give up time and effort voluntarily to work with the squad. If you or someone you
know would like to work with and help squad members achieve their orienteering
goals please get in touch.
The IOA has kindly agreed to part fund a coaching and development camp for senior
and older junior squad members in Autumn 2011. The plan is to set up trainings
hosted by a well known International orienteer here in Ireland.
Links are being sought with certain Scandinavian clubs to perhaps provide a regular
base for low-cost short-stay training camps for senior squad members.
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And Finally...
A new award is being created for outstanding contribution towards High performance
orienteering. Honourary senior squad members for 2010 are the Long family from
AJAX.
Mike, Catherine, Roisin and Ruairi provided a home from home for many an Irish
orienteer during last summer in Trondheim and their kindness and hospitality
undoubtedly contributed to the team’s success at WOC!

Ivan Millar (High Performance director)

This report was accepted by the AGM
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IOA Annual Awards
These awards were announced and presented by Pat Healy; one of the three judges.
The winner of the Mactire award was Niamh Corbett.
The winner of the Silva Award was Rory Costello.
The winner of the Silva Trophy was The Long Family.

Nominations were as follows;

Mactire
I would like to nominate Niamh Corbett (CorkO) for the Mactire trophy for her 4th place
performance in the W16 class at the European Youth Orienteering Championships in Spain last
July. Because, results don't lie.
-- David Healy

-------------------------

Nick Simonin for this remarkable achievement in WOC
2010. Nick qualified for 2 finals during the week of WOC and acquitted
himself very creditably.- mary o'Connell

------------------------------------------

I would like to nominate Niamh Corbett (CorkO) for the Mactire trophy for her outstanding year(s)
of orienteering success.

Niamh has been one of the most consistent Irish juniors of recent years, Irish champion since 2007,
winner of numerous provincial titles and some very impressive international results including JK2009
(4th Day2), 3rd overall in 2009 Scottish 6-day. Niamh had another superb performance at the 2010
European Youth Orienteering Championships (EYOC) in Soria, Spain where she finished 4th in the
W16 class out of a strong field of 75 competitors, narrowly missing out on a podium place by just 29
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secs. This I believe was one of the best performances by an Irish Orienteer ever and rightly deserves
to be recognised by our association with the Mactire award.

- John Scannell, Chairman, CorkO

---------------------------------------

Mactire award to David Healy for WOC in Trondheim, Norway, Stephen D, GEN

----------------------------------

can I nominate Niamh Corbett for the Mactire Trophy.
Niamh finish 6th at the European Youth Orienteering Championships in the W16 age class as a first
year.

Regards, Greg Mc Cann

-------------------------------------

CNOC would like to nominate Niamh O’Boyle for the Mactire trophy for achievement in 2010.
Her 34th place in the Long Final at the World Champs was the best ever Irish woman’s result at
WOC, the 4th best ever & the best since 1987. Achieved against a very strong field as a result of
dedication and hard training.

Don Short
Chairman
CNOC
-------------------------------
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Silva Award
SILVA award to Mary Healy for continual development of schools-o,
GEN

-------------------

Pat Healy for many new maps but he has it already for 2010;Stephen D, GEN

---------------------

John McCullough for the contribution that he made to the JK 2011 as assistant controller. John is
always prepared to provide
assistance of a very high quality in the interests of furthering the
sport. Mary O'Connell

----------------------------

Ivan Millar for the work that he has done in developing the senior squad with the consequent
excellent results in WOC 2010

(ineligible as he is a member of IOA - AJ)

--------------------------------

I would like to nominate John Casey for the Silva award. John undertook
the role of treasurer for 10 years (I think) and since then he has been
extremely supportive to the subsequent treasurers. He has always been
available to provide information and undertook much of the work for the
year end accounts.
Mary O'Connell
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--------------------------------

Fingal Orienteers would like to nominate Tommy Burke for the Silva Trophy or the Silva Award.
Tommy has served as secretary of Fingal for more than 10 years and presided over the
amalgamation with Trim Orienteers and the revival of the club. In that time he has served as
organizer of two Leinster Championships. He has also organized, planned and controlled numerous
club events, created 5 new maps on his own, and also contributed to the surveying and updating of
most of the other Fingal maps. He has also compiled Leinster fixture lists and assisted with
organizing the IOA insurance. Tommy is the archetypical administrator working in the background to
ensure that all the details are taken care of. Val Jones

--------------------------

I would also like to nominate Rory Costello (KerryO) for either of the Silva awards as I believe he to
be a very worthy and long overdue recipient of either award and in fact am surprised to learn that
Rory has not already received an award.

Rory has been the mainstay of the sport in Kerry over the last 30 years, he has contributed hugely to
the organisation of local, regional & national events in the county and further afield. He has
surveyed several high profile maps including Muckross, Inch Sand Dunes, Cappanalea, Banna etc
and continues to personally lead the planning and organising of KerryO's many events each year. He
has acted as controller, planner for Irish Champs and several Shamrock O-Ringens and has promoted
RDF and local school events including recently the promotion of a new local map in Ennistymon, Co
Clare and another in Ri Na Gos in Kenmare.

regds, John Scannell

-

Silva Trophy
Greg McCann for the Silva trophy for his contribution to the Junior Squad, together with Ruth, he has
put enormous work into helping the juniors.
Jackie McCavana
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--------------------------------------

I will Nominate Mary Healy for the Silva Trophy.

I nominate Mary Healy for the Silva Trophy for her outstanding work in running the Leinster Schools
and Irish Schools events. She efficiently coordinates and runs schools events through the season and
encourages new schools and participants. I think Mary Healy would be a worthy recipient of the
Silva Trophy.

Mark Crowe (FIN).

------------------------------------------------

One more from me, for the Silva Trophy I guess:
Nominee: The Long family (Mike, Catherine, Roisin and Ruairi)
For opening up their house in Trondheim to hosts of Irish orienteers in the year leading up to WOC
2010. Their generosity led to lots of training, a great social base for the squad, senior and junior, and
fantastic results at WOC.

Cheers,
Neil Dobbs

---------------------------

We feel (personal view not club view) that Greg Mc Cann should be acknowledged. His work with
the juniors is excellent. He takes on a much harder / more responsible role than most and I have
witnessed it first hand over the past 18 months.
Mike Long
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I would like to nominate Ted Lucey for the Silva Trophy in recognition of the outstanding work that
he has done over many years to promote and develop Schools Orienteering in Cork and Munster. His
tireless commitment of time and effort will undoubtedly lead to a new generation of orienteers and
a healthy future for the sport. Ted is the only member of the Cork Schools Orienteering Association
with no affiliation to any school and is currently the Mapping Officer of CSOA. He produced two new
orienteering maps this year and four new maps of school grounds and is currently surveying two
new park maps. He organised and planned the Cork Schools Orienteering Champs in Cappagh Wood,
where 161 students from both second level and primary schools attended. As a result of numerous
training sessions with different schools in the Cork area, approximately 150 primary pupils were
introduced to orienteering for the first time. Between training and mapping, schools’ orienteering in
the Cork area has been revived, with all these schools achieving outstanding successes at Munster
and All-Ireland schools level this year.

Sharon Lucey

-------------------------

I would also like to nominate Rory Costello (KerryO) for either of the Silva awards as I believe he to
be a very worthy and long overdue recipient of either award and in fact am surprised to learn that
Rory has not already received an award.

Rory has been the mainstay of the sport in Kerry over the last 30 years, he has contributed hugely to
the organisation of local, regional & national events in the county and further afield. He has
surveyed several high profile maps including Muckross, Inch Sand Dunes, Cappanalea, Banna etc
and continues to personally lead the planning and organising of KerryO's many events each year. He
has acted as controller, planner for Irish Champs and several Shamrock O-Ringens and has promoted
RDF and local school events including recently the promotion of a new local map in Ennistymon, Co
Clare and another in Ri Na Gos in Kenmare.

regds,

John Scannell
---------------------------------------
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I would like to nominate Catherine King & Mike Long (Ajax) for one of these awards. I would think
the Silva Trophy for development of orienteering would be appropriate.
In the summer of 2010, Catherine and Mike opened up their home in Trondheim Norway for
allcomers pre and during the World Orienteering Championships, which were held there in August
2010. For the month beforehand, they invited members of the Irish Senior Squad to use their home
as a base, while getting invaluable training in the WOC terrain. Many squad members availed of this
opportunity. During the WOC competitions and the accompanying WOC Tour for spectators, the
main campsite was situated 5 mins away. The Irish Junior Squad and other Irish WOC Tour
competitors were staying there. Catherine & Mike again encouraged a constant stream of people to
call in and avail of their hospitality. Not least because the campsite facilities were very lacking. Irish
WOC team members continued to call in too, to get a welcome break from competition and the
WOC hotel.
Catherine & Mike's and their daughter and son, Roisin & Ruairi's, generosity was an inherent factor
in the best ever result of an Irish team at WOC, with 4 competitors qualifying for their A Final race.
The team were very relaxed and a healthy atmosphere pervaded, which led to the good results.
Mary Healy,
GEN.
-------------------------------------------------
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Election of members of the IOA Executive Committee
All members of the existing committee were willing to serve for another year. There were no
nominations for others from outside the existing committee.

Because of time pressure the entire committee was nominated by Senan O’Boyle and seconded by
Pat Healy.
There was no AOB and meeting closed.
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Appendix 1: Chairman’s
Proposal for New
Award Scheme

Proposed IOA Awards
1. Introduction
This is a proposal to the IOA executive to introduce a series of 2 additional awards for achievement
in the sport. These awards will be based upon a set of criteria as defined by the IOA executive and
updated from time to time, and be in addition to the 3 existing awards outlined in Appendix I below.
2. Award Categories
IT is proposed to introduce two award categories

i.

Performance Excellence Award

ii.

Spirit of Orienteering Award

3. Performance Excellence Award
This award will be given to each orienteer in a given year that achieves an outstanding result in
international competition. The criteria for this award applies to both junior and senior athletes running
in their elite categories:
-
Finalist in world championships

-

Finalist in

world cup event

-

Top 10 in JK

-

Top 30 in European Champs

Any athlete reaching the performance excellence standard during a calendar year will automatically be
a recipient of this award.
4. Spirit of Orienteering Award
This award will be given to one person each year. It is in recognition of outstanding service or
performance in the sport, either for exceptional efforts in a single year or for a long term contribution
that makes a lasting impact on the sport.
4.1. Nomination process
The IOA executive will nominate candidates for this award. The support of two members of the
executive are required for a successful nomination, and in the event of more than one
nomination a vote will decide the winner, with the Chairperson having the casting vote in the
event of a tie.
5. Roll of Honour
All award winners will be remembered in a ‘roll of honour’ maintained by the IOA. It will be updated
yearly and publically available on the website.
6. Awards
Each award will consist of a specially commissioned medal or memento as well as a formal
presentation at the AGM.
Prepared by:
Brendan O’Brien
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February 2010
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IOA AWARDS

APPENDIX I - Existing IOA Awards:
The Irish Orienteering Association presents three annual awards. These awards are
of equal status and reflect the Irish orienteering community's recognition of an
individual's contribution to the sport.
Silva Trophy: for the development of orienteering – achieving something that will grow the
sport. Some examples are: a new map; a new technology; bringing orienteering to a
new part of the country; introducing a new group to the sport; re-vitalising a neglected area
of the sport; enhancing the social aspects of the sport.
Mactire Trophy: for achievement in orienteering competition by a member of an IOA
affiliated club in the previous calendar year, in any age category, in any orienteering
discipline, anywhere.
Silva Award: for the administration of orienteering at a local or national level, or for
involvement in the staging of a major event.

Elgibility
•

Once five years have passed a person is again eligible to win an award that they
have won before
• Serving IOA committee members cannot receive the Silva Trophy or Silva Award,
but they
can receive the Mactire Trophy

Nominations
•

must be from an IOA affiliated club or a member of an IOA affiliated club and they
do not need to be seconded
• must contain a short description of why the nominee should receive the award typically this will be two or three sentences.
• should indicate if the person was nominated unsuccessfully in a previous year
• must clearly state which of the three awards the nomination is for
• must be submitted by the closing date
• should be for an individual – group nominations are discouraged
• will be published on orienteering.ie in advance of the award ceremony
• cannot be from a current Judge or from a current member of the IOA Executive
committee

Judges
•
•
•
•

the previous year's award winners will form a committee with three equal votes
and will select the winners of this year's three awards
if committee members are unavailable then the IOA chairman will nominate
alternative members
the judges' decision is final
if the judges feel that a nominee has been put forward for an incorrect category
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•
•

then they can re-assign the nomination to any other category
group awards are discouraged – the judges should strive to select individual winners
if there are no nominations, or if the Judges feel that the nominees are not of the
required standard, then an award may not be given.

Awards
•
•
•

will be publicised on orienteering.ie and elsewhere
should be given out at the AGM of the IOA, unless there is a good logistical
reason for choosing another occasion
will be kept safe by the winners and returned to the IOA administrative assistant
in good time for the next award ceremony.
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Appendix 2: Orienteering Education Documents
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Appendix 1: Orienteering Instructor Course Outline, Syllabus & Sample delivery Programme

Date:
Apr 2011

Irish Orienteering Association
Orienteering Education

IOA Orienteering Instructor Training Course:
Outline
Syllabus
Programme
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Author:

Ed Niland
Director of Orienteering Education,
Irish Orienteering Association.

Email:

coaching@orienteering.ie
Director.OrienteeringEducation@gmail.com

Address:

2nd Floor,
13 Upper Baggot Street,
Dublin 4.

Web:

Orienteering.ie

IOA Orienteering
Instructor
Adventure Sports
Framework
Stage One: Basic
Instructor
Stage One: Orienteering Instructor
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Role of Instructor
To instruct sessions in Urban Areas (Grade 1 terrain) up to OAA2 skill level within any club or
associated training centre. Assess participants in OAA1 skills.

Entry Requirements
Entry onto the training course is subject to the following:
-

16 years or older;
Registered with IOA Director of Orienteering Education as an orienteering Instructor
Trainee;
Obtained OAA2 in either grade 1 or 2 Terrain (Urban or Forest);

Format of Training course
1 Day of Direct Contact
½ Day Assessment
Instructor Trainees attend the 1 day of direct contact (8 Hours). They will also have to present
themselves for an assessment of up to ½ day. Before assessment both the Logbook and workbook
will have to be submitted and assessed by the Tutor before the assessment. These will also form part
of the assessment.
Instructor Trainees with relevant Prior Experience can apply for recognition of prior learning via the
Director of Orienteering Education. Each case will be judged on it on merits. Upon receipt the
Director of Orienteering Education and/or Tutor appointed by the Director of Orienteering Education
will assess the applicant to the next course of action required. Depending upon experience, the
trainee may proceed directly to the Assessment or to attend part or all of the direct contact hours.
Please see the Recognition of Prior Learning documentation on orienteering.ie, or available from the
Director of Orienteering Education.

Methodology, Materials & Delivery
The Instructor course will be run using a mix of direct contact hours, prior reading and learning and
personal experiential learning via logbook and post course workbook and formal assessment.
Approximate 25-30 hours of work will be required to become certified as an IOA Orienteering
Instructor
-

8 hours of direct contact;
4 hours of assessment (Practical & non-formal interview);
10 hours of logged hours in logbook;
5 hours of handbook study;
5 hours to complete the workbook;
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During the direct contact hours trainees will have the opportunity to develop and practice practical
instruction skills and apply different scenarios to session plans in a controlled environment, under
experienced supervision.

Cost to Participants:
-

€50 for Direct contact hours;
€25 for Assessment;

Instructors Equipment Requirements:
-

Appropriate technical clothing for grade one terrain, taking seasonality into account;
Appropriate technical equipment (Compasses, Description holder, GPS, etc);

Tutors
The course will be run and moderated by an accredited IOA and Coaching Ireland Qualified Tutor.
These Tutors have been assessed by a Coaching Ireland Tutor assessor and abide by the best
practices laid down by the IOA. Tutors will be paid for this work on a contract per course basis,
currently €300 per day. No other expenses will be paid (Travel or subsistence).

Tutors Support Materials
The course will be delivered using a mix of direct lectures class based activities (Discussions, group
work & scenarios), field based practical skills. Using appropriate maps, controls for field based
activities & laptop, projector & other resources the tutor requires for course delivery.

Support Materials
Course Syllabus;
Instructor Handbook;
Instructor Logbook;
Instructor Workbook;
Instructor Assessment – Pre & Post requirements;
Instructor licensing requirements;
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Assessment
Assessment of the Instructor Trainee will be done over all the elements of the course delivery.
During the direct contact hours feedback will be given when and where necessary.
At the assessment, the trainee will be informed of the result at the end of the assessment and will
be explained to them for the reason they received the result. There will be two possible results:
Pass:

Completed all elements to the satisfaction of the assessing Tutor; Certificate will be
issued to the trainee upon receipt for completed paperwork from the Tutor;

Deferred:

Further action or development maybe necessary. An action plan to overcome the
shortfalls will be developed between the trainee and the assessing Tutor. This will
detail exactly what and how needs to be done to pass the course.

If the trainee is unhappy with the result of the assessment, they can appeal the decision to the
Director of
Orienteering Education. The Director will make a decision based upon the written appeal received
from the trainee and all other documentation used during the assessment.
If still unhappy with the decision, a further appeal to the Chairman of the IOA executive under the
IOA dispute resolution guidelines.

Assessment format
Application for assessment will only be accepted if the following conditions have been complied
with:
Attendance of 1 day direct contact (unless waived by the Director of Orienteering
Education as part of the RPL application by the trainee);
- Submission of completed of logbooks, containing 8 session plans;
- Submission of completed of workbook;
The assessment is divided into two parts:
-

Observation by the assessing tutor of a sample delivery of a session plans, either from the logbook
or specially prepared for the assessment location.
Informal interview by one or more Tutors will be conducted. A number of questions will be asked on
all and any of the course content covered in the Handbook, answers in the completed workbook,
logged hours, delivered sessions and other queries thrown up during the practical assessment. The
main aim of the interview is to allow the assessing Tutor to be satisfied that the trainee is
competent.
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Certification
Upon successful completion of the training course and submission of appropriate paperwork to the
Director of Orienteering Education by the assessing tutor. The participant will receive:
- IOA Orienteering Instructor Certificate
- Coaching Ireland Basic Instructor Certificate
Once certified as an Orienteering Instructor, the qualification will remain with them in perpetuity.
They will however, have only one year’s grace to become a licensed “IOA Orienteering Instructor”.

Licensing
Revalidation will be required every three years to comply with IOA license to practice. The following
conditions will have to be met to fulfill IOA licensing requirements:
-

Maintain yearly registration as a practicing Instructor;
Obtain a valid first Aid Certification (PHECC accredited course provider);
Obtain ISC child protection awareness course attendance certificate;
Submit for Garda Vetting by IOA and/or employer;
Leave no trace awareness course attendance;
Maintain other licensing conditions as set by the IOA from time to time;
Logging of greater than 35 hours over the 3 year period;
Breach of any of the licensing requirements will invalidate the Instructors license to
practice;

Instructors who have upgraded their Orienteering Qualifications in the intervening period shall have
the three year period reset upon certification at the new qualification.
Only instructors licensed by the IOA shall be allowed to use the title of “IOA Orienteering Instructor”.
Members, Volunteers and others found abusing this shall be disciplined via our disciplinary
procedures.
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Stage One: Orienteering Instructor
Course Syllabus
Knowledge of Sport
Role of IOA as the NGB for Orienteering in Ireland
Role of the ISC/Coaching Ireland
Role of the ASF in the delivery of Instructor Training
Role of Director of Orienteering Education & working
groups
Knowledge of Orienteering courses (Instructor &
Coaches) & programmes
Knowledge of Orienteering Ability Awards system,
emphasis on OAA1

Delivery Methods
Classroom Based:
IOA Ppt presentation
Discussions:
Why the FETAC Coaching
Ireland
Why the ASF
Why all the paperwork?
Why Train?
The progression from
Beginner to Elite

Assessment Method
Workbook questions

Certified prior to start of
course at OAA2 or better;

Also observed during
Practical Instruction
opportunities

IOA ppt
Group Discussions
Group Work-Small groups

Workbook Questions
Logbook hours
Practical & Interview
elements of the assessment

Personal Skills
Certified to a OAA2 skill level or better

Instructor Roles, Styles Values & Ethics
Identify the main roles of an Orienteering Instructor
Roles
Describe what qualities a good Instructor should have
Identify different styles of instructing
Style
Identify different ways people learn best
Consider the individual needs of the participants
Values
Inclusion: Children, Older Adults & Disabled
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Ethics

Instructor Skills
Session
Delivery
Knowledge
Delivery
Organisation
Feedback

Orienteers
Awareness & willingness to adhere to the IOA
Instructors Code of conduct & Licensing agreement
Understand Fair play in Orienteering

Able to plan a basic session for beginners

IOA ppt
Group work
Discussions

Workbook Questions
Logbook hours
Practical & Interview
elements of the assessment

IOA ppt
Group Work
Discussions

Workbook Questions
Logbook hours
Practical & Interview
elements of the assessment

Able to identify hazard & associated risks when
planning & delivery sessions
Able to implement safety procedures to manage
risk/potential risk to participants during a session
Able to implement emergency action plan in the event
of an incident

IOA ppt
Group work
Discussions

Workbook Questions
Logbook hours
Practical & Interview
elements of the assessment

Able to manage the impact of different weather
conditions on a session & participants
Able to forecast possible changes to weather & impact
on session and participants
Identify how Orienteering activities may cause

IOA ppt
Group work
Discussions
LNT literature

Workbook Questions
Logbook hours
Practical & Interview
elements of the assessment

Able to introduce, demonstrate & develop participants
knowledge
Organise & control a group of participants before,
during & after a session
Able to deliver effective technical feedback, during &
after an instruction session

Communication Skills
Communicate effectively with participants & other
relevant personnel – Other instructors/managers
Demonstrate effective communication methods
Demonstrate collaborative working practices by
observing, interacting with other instructors, so that
both you & participants learning & understanding is
enhanced.
Safety Skills
Risk Analysis
Risk
management
Incident
management
Environment
Conditions

Protection
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environmental harm & ways such harm can be
minimised
Able to foster awareness of environmental protection
as it relates to Orienteering
Demonstrate an Understanding of the Leave No Trace
principles
Review & Evaluate
Review sessions with participants
Review session evaluations with more senior
instructors including personal performance, including
ways to improve
Observe beginners practising the skills of OAA1
Provide basic analysis & feedback to participants

IOA ppt
Group work
Group Role play
Discussions

Workbook Questions
Logbook hours
Practical & Interview
elements of the assessment
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Stage One: Orienteering Instructor
Course Programme
Timings

Session

10 mins

Module Objectives/Content

Delivery Methods

By the end of this session trainees will:
Pre-Course Registration

Sign-In sheets for Trainees

15 mins
0900 –
0915

Introductions,
Housekeeping &
Expectations

Know the Tutors delivering
Know each other
Venue, facilities & Exits
Identify their expectations
Aware of course requirements for successful completion

Tutor lead, Classroom Based
-IOA ppt
-Group work & Discussions
-Ice breaker(s)

20 mins
0915 –
0935

Knowledge of
Orienteering

The IOA as the NGB of Orienteering in Ireland
Role of ISC & Coaching Ireland
Role of Adventure Sports Framework
Role of the Director of Orienteering Education & Working
Groups
Knowledge of Orienteering Instructor Training programme
Knowledge of Orienteering Ability Awards (OAA’s)

Tutor lead, Classroom Based
-IOA ppt
-Discussions

85 mins
0935 –
1100

Instructor Skills

Session Delivery:
Why session planners are required
Considerations made when planning
Components of a session
Adapting Templates
Knowledge Delivery:
Identify Key elements of a skill
Develop & progress participants knowledge
Organisation:

Tutor lead, Classroom Based
-IOA ppt
-Group work:
Planning a session
Organisation of Resources
-Discussions
Why Plan?
How do you progress
Best way to organise
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Organise & control a group of participants before, during and
after a session
Feedback:
Objectives of feedback to participants & for Instructors

What is effective feedback

20mins
1100 –
1120

Break

30 mins
1120 –
1150

Instructor Roles,
Styles, Values &
Ethics

Roles:
Identify the main roles of an Instructor Identify the qualities
of good Instructor
Style:
Identify different styles of Instructing Identify different ways
people learn best
Values:
Able to consider the individual needs of all participants
Able to include children, Older Adults & Disabled Orienteers
Ethics:
Understand Fair play in Orienteering Understand the
requirement to adhere to the IOA Instructor Code of Conduct

Tutor lead, Classroom Based
-IOA ppt
-Group work & Discussions

15 mins
1155 –
1210

Safety Skills

Risk Assessment
Recognise hazards & associated risks when planning &
delivering sessions
Risk management:
Manage Risk/potential risk associated with site to participants
during a session
Incident Management:
Implement your Safety procedures/EAP in the event of an
incident

Tutor lead, Classroom Based:
-IOA ppt
-Group work
-Discussions
-Scenarios (What if’s)

15 mins
1210 –
1225

Communication
Skills

Understand what is effective communication
Demonstrate effective communication methods (Including
different populations)
Demonstrate good collaboration strategies to enhance learning
for all

Tutor lead, Classroom Based
-IOA ppt
-Group work & Discussions
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15 mins
1225 –
1240

Environment

Conditions:
Manage impact of different weather conditions on session &
participants
Protection:
Understand Orienteering’s impact on the terrain
Ways to minimise that impact
Know the Leave No Trace principles

Tutor lead, Classroom Based
-IOA ppt
-Group work & Discussions

20 mins
1240 –
1300

Evening Briefing

Explaining of Evening Activities:
Practical 1: Site Risk Assessment
Practical 2: Mini session delivery by Trainees
Evaluation of Mini sessions by Tutor
Practical 3: Assessment of Participants Ability
Using OAA Assessment forms
Review & Evaluation
Evaluating own performance (PIG’s)
Course Debrief

Tutor lead:
Groups for Practicals for 1,2 & 3;
Topics assigned to each group to
work on;
Personal Equipment required;
Communal equipment available;

60 mins

Lunch
1300 – 1400

240 mins
1400 –
1800

Outdoor Learning
Practical 1:
Site Assessment

Site Risk Assessment
Small groups investigate Site using Risk Assessment form,
each group take one section of form;
Risk Management
Identifying possible hazards & ways to minimize their impact
on the session;
Safety Procedures:
Agreement of Safety procedures inc. EAP;
Four Main Topics:
Understanding The Map
-Colours and What they depict;
-Symbol Sheets (OAA1&2);
Reading the Map
-Orientating the Map (Terrain & Compass);
-Folding the Map;
-Thumbing the Map;
-Distance Judgment On Map & Ground);

Tutor facilitated Terrain Based:
Group work
-Risk Assessment & management
of Terrain risks
Discussions:
-Dealing with incidents
-Implementing an EAP

Practical 2:
Mini session
delivery by Trainees

Trainee lead sessions, Tutor
facilitated & observing
Small teams of Instructors
delivering sessions
-1st Taste session
-Progressions
Use of generic Maps & Other nonmap Exercises Different formats &
disciplines to be use where
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Evaluation of Mini
sessions

Route Choice
-First Principles;
-Handrails;
-Checking Points/Decision Points;
-Parallel Errors;
-Control (Entry & Exit);
Relocation
-Retracing your steps to last known position;
Evaluate sessions, Instructors performances;

Practical 3:
Participants Ability
Assessments

Using OAA Assessment forms
Giving feedback to Participants

Review &
Evaluation

Reviewing Sessions - Outcomes reached?
Evaluating own performance (PIG’s)
Being Evaluated by Others (Participants & Managers)

Course Debrief

Review course Outcomes
Summary on next steps to complete qualification
Evaluation form completed

appropriate

Tutor gives feedback to Trainees
Inform Trainees of progress on
course
Suggest PIG’s for Trainees
Tutor Lead with probing
questions during Discussions:
Why assess?
Benefits of Assessing?
Best ways to tell someone that they
need to do more
Use of Self Evaluating forms with
guidance by Tutor
Discussion:
How useful is it to have your
performance Evaluated by
a) Yourself
b) Participants & Managers
Question & Answers
Evaluation Forms

Stage One: Orienteering Instructor
Practical Assessment
Timings

Session

Content

Delivery Methods

(Approx)
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180 mins
Session:
60 mins
minimum

Practical

45-60
mins

Informal Interview

10-15
mins

Debrief

Pre-Session:
-Briefing to Assessing Tutors;
-Evidence of Planning, Risk Assessment & Management,
Safety procedures of Site;
-Set Up of Session;
-Dealing with Participants
Session Delivery:
-Session Layout
-Session content;
-Appropriateness of Content, Progressions
Post-Session:
Feedback from Participants
-Session
-Instructor
Questions asked by Tutor on the Following Areas:
-Workbook
-Logbook
-Practical Assessment
-Other
Results of Assessment, two possible results:
Pass:
Completed all elements to the satisfaction of the
assessing Tutor; Certificate will be issued to the
trainee upon receipt for completed paperwork from
the Tutor;
Deferred:
Further action or development maybe necessary.

Trainee Instructor Lead;
Assessing Tutor – exploring
questions with regard to Evidence
of Planning, Risk Assessment &
mgt, Safety procedures;
Observation by Assessing Tutor

Feedback by Instructor with
additional feedback from Assessing
Tutor
Questions asked to Satisfy
Assessing Tutors, that Trainee
meets Competencies required as an
IOA Orienteering Instructor
(Question Sheet to be used as a
guide by Assessing Tutor)
At the end assessment, the trainee
will be informed of the result and it
will be explained to them the reason
they received the result.
If required, an action plan to
overcome the shortfalls will be
developed between the trainee and
the assessing tutor. This will detail
exactly what and how needs to be
done to meet the course
requirements.
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Appendix 2: Advanced Orienteering Instructor Course Outline, Syllabus & Sample delivery Programme

Date: Apr 2011

Irish Orienteering Association
Orienteering Education
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IOA Advanced Orienteering Instructor Training Course:
Outline
Syllabus
Programme
Author:

Ed Niland
Director of Orienteering Education,
Irish Orienteering Association.

Email:

coaching@orienteering.ie Director.OrienteeringEducation@gmail.com

Address:

2nd Floor,
13 Upper Baggot Street,
Dublin 4.

Web:

Orienteering.ie
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IOA Advanced Orienteering Instructor
Adventure Sports Framework
Stage Two: Intermediate Instructor
Stage Two: Advanced Orienteering Instructor
Role of Advanced Instructor
To instruct skill sessions up to OAA3 on both Grade One (Urban) & Two (Forest) terrain within any club or associated training centre.
Assess participants skills up to OAA3 in both grade One & Two terrain.

Entry Requirements
Entry onto the training course is subject to the following:
-

17 years or older;
Registered with IOA Director of Orienteering Education as an orienteering Instructor Trainee;
Obtained OAA4 or higher in two or more grades of terrain (Urban, Forest or Open Mountain);
Compliant with all IOA Stage 1: Orienteering Instructor licensing requirements;

Format of Training course
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3 Day of Direct Contact
1 Day Assessment
Trainees attend the 3 days of direct contact (24 hours). They will also have to present themselves for an assessment of up to 1 day. Before assessment both
the Logbook and workbook will have to be submitted and assessed by the Tutor before the assessment. These will also form part of the assessment.
Instructor Trainees with relevant Prior Experience can apply for recognition of prior learning via the Director of Orienteering Education. Each case will be
judged on it on merits. Upon receipt the Director of Orienteering Education and/or Tutor appointed by the Director of Orienteering Education will assess
the applicant to the next course of action required. Depending upon experience, the trainee may proceed directly to the Assessment or to attend part or all
of the direct contact hours. Please see the Recognition of Prior Learning documentation on orienteering.ie, or available from the Director of Orienteering
Education.

Methodology, Materials & Delivery
The Instructor course will be run using a mix of direct contact hours, prior reading and learning and personal experiential learning via logbook and post
course workbook and formal assessment.
Approximate 50-55 hours of work will be required to become certified as an IOA Advanced Orienteering Instructor
- 24 hours of direct contact;
- 8 hours of assessment (Practical & non-formal interview);
- 12 hours of logged hours in logbook;
- 4 hours of handbook study;
- 4 hours to complete the workbook;
During the direct contact hours trainees will have the opportunity to develop and practice practical instruction skills and apply different scenarios to session
plans in a controlled environment, under experienced supervision.
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Cost to Participants:
-

€200 for Direct contact hours;
€50 for Assessment;

Instructors Equipment Requirements:
-

Appropriate technical clothing for both grade one and two terrain, taking seasonality into account;
Appropriate technical equipment (Compasses, Description holder, GPS, etc);

Tutors
The course will be run and moderated by an accredited IOA and Coaching Ireland Qualified Tutor. These Tutors have been assessed by a Coaching Ireland
Tutor assessor and abide by the best practices laid down by the IOA. Tutors will be paid for this work on a contract per course basis, currently €300 per day.
No other expenses will be paid (Travel or subsistence).

Tutors Support Materials
The course will be delivered using a mix of direct lectures class based activities (Discussions, group work & scenarios), field based practical skills. Using
appropriate maps, controls for field based activities & laptop, projector & other resources the tutor requires for course delivery.

Support Materials
-

Advanced Orienteering Instructor Course Outline, Syllabus & Programme;
Advanced Orienteering Instructor Handbook;
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-

Advanced Orienteering Instructor Logbook;
Advanced Orienteering Instructor Workbook;
Advanced Orienteering Instructor Assessment – Pre & Post requirements;
Advanced Instructor licensing requirements;

Assessment
Assessment of the Instructor Trainee will be done over all the elements of the course delivery. During the direct contact hours feedback will be given when
and where necessary.
At the assessment, the trainee will be informed of the result at the end of the assessment and will be explained to them for the reason they received the
result. There will be two possible results:
Pass:

Completed all elements to the satisfaction of the assessing Tutor; Certificate will be issued to the trainee upon receipt for completed
paperwork from the Tutor;

Deferred:

Further action or development maybe necessary. An action plan to overcome the shortfalls will be developed between the trainee and the
assessing Tutor. This will detail exactly what and how needs to be done to pass the course.

If the trainee is unhappy with the result of the assessment, they can appeal the decision to the Director of
Orienteering Education. The Director will make a decision based upon the written appeal received from the trainee and all other documentation used
during the assessment.
If still unhappy with the decision, a further appeal to the Chairman of the IOA executive under the IOA dispute resolution guidelines.

Assessment format
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Application for assessment will only be accepted if the following conditions have been complied with:
- Attendance of 1 day direct contact (unless waived by the Director of Orienteering Education as part of the RPL application by the trainee);
- Submission of completed of logbooks, containing 8 session plans;
- Submission of completed of workbook;
The assessment is divided into two parts:
-

Observation by the assessing tutor of a sample delivery of a session plans, either from the logbook or specially prepared for the assessment location.
Informal interview by one or more Tutors will be conducted. A number of questions will be asked on all and any of the course content covered in the
Handbook, answers in the completed workbook, logged hours, delivered sessions and other queries thrown up during the practical assessment. The
main aim of the interview is to allow the assessing Tutor to be satisfied that the trainee is competent.

Certification
Upon successful completion of the training course and submission of appropriate paperwork to the Director of Orienteering Education by the assessing
tutor. The participant will receive:
- IOA Advanced Orienteering Instructor Certificate;
- Coaching Ireland Intermediate Instructor Certificate
Once certified as an Orienteering Instructor, the qualification will remain with them in perpetuity. They will however, have only one year’s grace to become
a licensed “IOA Orienteering Instructor”.

Licensing
Revalidation will be required every three years to comply with IOA license to practice. The following conditions will have to be met to fulfil IOA Advanced
Orienteering licensing requirements:
-

Maintain yearly registration as a practicing Advanced Instructor;
Obtain a valid first Aid Certification (PHECC accredited course provider) at REC 2 or better;
Obtain ISC child protection awareness course attendance certificate;
Submit for Garda Vetting by IOA and/or employer;
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-

Leave no Trace online refresher course, or completion of LNT Trainer course;
Maintain other licensing conditions as set by the IOA from time to time;
Logging of greater than 35 hours over the 3 year period;

Breach of any of the licensing requirements will invalidate the Instructors license to practice;
Instructors who have upgraded their Orienteering Qualifications in the intervening period shall have the three year period reset upon certification at the
new qualification.
Only instructors licensed by the IOA shall be allowed to use the title of “IOA Orienteering Instructor”. Members, Volunteers and others found abusing this
shall be disciplined via our disciplinary procedures.
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Stage Two:
Advanced Orienteering Instructor
Course Syllabus
Delivery Methods

Assessment Method

Role of IOA as the NGB for Orienteering in Ireland
Role of the ISC/Coaching Ireland
Role of the ASF in the delivery of Instructor Training
Role of Director of Orienteering Education & working
groups
Knowledge of Orienteering courses (Instructor &
Coaches) & programmes
Knowledge of Orienteering Ability Awards system,
emphasis on OAA1 to OAA3
Grading of Terrain & Physical capability

Classroom Based:
IOA Ppt presentation
Discussions:
Why the FETAC Coaching
Ireland
Why the ASF
Why all the paperwork?
Why Train?
The progression from
Beginner to Elite

Workbook questions

Certified to a OAA4 skill level or better in Two or
more Grades of terrain

Certified prior to start of
course at OAA4 or better;

Also observed during
Practical Instruction
opportunities

IOA ppt
Group Discussions
Group Work-Small groups

Workbook Questions
Logbook hours
Practical & Interview
elements of the assessment

Knowledge of Sport

Personal Skills

Instructor Roles, Styles Values & Ethics
Roles
Style

Values

Identify the main roles of an Orienteering Instructor
Describe what qualities a good Instructor should have
Identify different styles of instructing
Identify different ways people learn best
Differences between AOI & OI’s
Consider the individual needs of the participants
Inclusion: Children, Older Adults & Disabled
Orienteers
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Ethics

Awareness & willingness to adhere to the IOA
Instructors Code of conduct & Licensing agreement
Understand Fair play in Orienteering

Instructor Skills
Session
Delivery
Knowledge
Delivery
Organisation
& Managing
Feedback

Assessment

Able to conceive & plan sessions for Improvers
(OAA3)
Able to introduce, demonstrate & develop Improver
participants knowledge & skills
Organise & control a group of improver participants
before, during & after a session
Able to deliver effective technical feedback, during &
after an instruction session,
Prepare participants to for OAA assessments
Able to effectively assess an Orienteers level of skill &
Knowledge in an appropriate manner

IOA ppt
Group work
Discussions

Workbook Questions
Logbook hours
Practical & Interview
elements of the assessment

Communicate effectively with participants & other
relevant personnel – Other instructors/managers
Demonstrate effective communication methods
Demonstrate collaborative working practices by
observing, interacting with other instructors, so that
both you & participants learning & understanding is
enhanced.

IOA ppt
Group Work
Discussions

Workbook Questions
Logbook hours
Practical & Interview
elements of the assessment

Able to identify hazard & associated risks when
planning & delivery sessions
Able to implement safety procedures to manage
risk/potential risk to participants during a session
Able to implement emergency action plan in the event
of an incident

IOA ppt
Group work
Discussions

Workbook Questions
Logbook hours
Practical & Interview
elements of the assessment

Able to manage the impact of different weather
conditions on a session & participants
Able to forecast possible changes to weather & impact

IOA ppt
Group work
Discussions

Workbook Questions
Logbook hours
Practical & Interview

Communication Skills

Safety Skills
Risk Analysis
Risk
management
Incident
management

Environment
Conditions
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Protection

on session and participants
Identify how Orienteering activities may cause
environmental harm & ways such harm can be
minimised
Able to foster awareness of environmental protection
as it relates to Orienteering
Demonstrate an Understanding of the Leave No Trace
principles

LNT literature

elements of the assessment

IOA ppt
Group work
Group Role play
Discussions

Workbook Questions
Logbook hours
Practical & Interview
elements of the assessment

Review & Evaluate
Review & De-brief sessions with participants
Evaluate sessions impact with participants
Reflect on Session delivery improvements
Review session evaluations with more senior
instructors including personal performance, including
ways to improve
Observe beginners practising the skills of OAA1 to
OAA3 in both types of terrain
Provide more in-depth analysis & feedback to
participants
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Stage Two:
Advanced Orienteering Instructor
Course Programme
Day One

Timings

Session

15 mins

Module Objectives/Content

Delivery Methods

By the end of this session trainees will:
Pre-Course Registration

Sign-In sheets for Trainees

30 mins
0900 –
0930

Introductions,
Housekeeping &
Expectations

Know the Tutors delivering
Know each other
Venue, facilities & Exits
Identify their expectations
Aware of course requirements for successful completion:
- Handbook;
- Logbook;
- Workbook;
- Assessment Pre & Post Requirements;

Tutor lead, Classroom Based
- IOA ppt
- Group work & Discussions
- Ice breaker(s)

30 mins
0930 –
1000

Knowledge of
Orienteering

The IOA as the NGB of Orienteering in Ireland
The IOF, Orienteering’s International Federation
Role of ISC & Coaching Ireland
Role of Adventure Sports Framework
Role of the Director of Orienteering Education & Working
Groups
Knowledge of Orienteering Instructor Training programme
Knowledge of Orienteering Coach Education programme
Knowledge of Orienteering Ability Awards (OAA’s)

Tutor lead, Classroom Based
-IOA ppt
-Discussions

30 mins

Instructor Roles,

Roles:

Tutor lead, Classroom Based
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1000 –
1030

Styles, Values &
Ethics

20mins
1100 –
1120

Break

40 mins
1120 –
1200

Identify the main roles of an Instructor Identify the qualities
of good Instructor
Style:
Identify different styles of Instructing Identify different ways
people learn best
Values:
Able to consider the individual needs of all participants
Able to include children, Older Adults & Disabled Orienteers
Ethics:
Understand Fair play in Orienteering Understand the
requirement to adhere to the IOA Instructor Code of Conduct

-IOA ppt
-Group work & Discussions

Safety Skills

Risk Analysis/Assessment
Recognise hazards & associated risks when planning &
delivering sessions
Risk Management:
Manage Risk/potential risk associated with site to participants
during a session
Incident Management:
Implement your Safety procedures/EAP in the event of an
incident

Tutor lead, Classroom Based:
-IOA ppt
-Group work
-Discussions
-Scenarios (What if’s)

30 mins
1200 –
1230

Environment

Conditions:
Manage impact of different weather conditions on session &
participants
Protection:
Understand Orienteering’s impact on the terrain
Ways to minimise that impact
Know the Leave No Trace principles

Tutor lead, Classroom Based
-IOA ppt
-Group work & Discussions

30 mins
1230 –
1300

Communication
Skills

Understand what is effective communication
Demonstrate effective communication methods (Including
different populations)
Demonstrate good collaboration strategies to enhance learning

Tutor lead, Classroom Based
-IOA ppt
-Group work & Discussions
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for all
60 mins
1300 –
1400

Lunch

150 mins
1400 –
1630

Instructor Skills

Session Delivery:
Why session planners are required
Considerations made when planning
Components of a session
Adapting Templates
Knowledge Delivery:
Identify Key elements of a skill
Develop & progress participants knowledge
Organisation:
Organise & control a group of participants before, during and
after a session
Feedback:
Objectives of feedback to participants & for Instructors
Assessment
Able to effectively assess an Orienteers level of skill &
Knowledge in an appropriate manner

Tutor lead, Classroom Based
-IOA ppt
-Group work:
Sharing, Planning & Development
of sessions plans of OAA3 level in
both Terrain grades;
-Organisation of Resources;
-Discussions:
New ways to Instruct the same
skills;
Seamless progressions;
Managing your resources – Maps,
Controls, Areas, Other Instructors;
Effective Feedback;
Being objective during an
assessment;

30 mins
1630 –
1700

Evening Briefing

Explaining of Day 2 Activities:

Tutor lead:

Day Two

Practical 1: Indoor Tasks, Drills, Games & Competitions;
Practical 2: Outdoor sessions using Generic Maps of Pitches;
Practical 3: Sessions in Public Parks & other Urban areas
Practical 4: Assessment of Participants Ability (OAA 2 & 3)
Using OAA Assessment forms correctly
Review & Evaluation
Evaluating own performance (PIG’s)
Groups review & evaluating of Delivery methods
Evaluation of sessions by Tutor
Day/Course so far Debrief

Groups for Practicals for 1,2 & 3;
Personal Equipment required;
Communal equipment available;
Topics assigned to each group to
work on:
-Environmental Protection;
-Communication Skills;
-Group Organisation & Mgt;
-Implementing Values & Ethics;
-Developing your Style;

Day Three

Practical 1: Different Formats/Competitions in small areas;

Groups for Practicals for 1,2 & 3;
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Practical 2: Sessions in Forests – remote areas;
Practical 3: Dealing with scenarios;
Practical 4: Assessment of Participants Ability (OAA 2 & 3);
Using OAA Assessment forms correctly;
Review & Evaluation:
Evaluating own performance (PIG’s);
Groups review & evaluating of Delivery methods
Evaluation of sessions by Tutor
Day/Course Debrief

Personal Equipment required;
Communal equipment available;
Topics assigned to each group to
work on:
-Safety - Analysis & Mgt of Risk;
- Incident Mgt;
-Effective Communication;
-Environmental Conditions &
Protection;

Stage Two: Advanced Orienteering Instructor
Day Two

Timings

Session

15 mins

Module Objectives/Content

Delivery Methods

By the end of this session trainees will:
Pre-Day Registration

Sign-In sheets for Trainees

Practical 1:

-Indoor Tasks, Drills, Games & Competitions;

Trainee lead sessions, Tutor
facilitated & observing
Small teams of Instructors
delivering sessions
-1st Taste session
-Progressions
Use of generic Maps & Other nonmap Exercises Different formats to
be use where appropriate

Practical 2:

-Outdoor sessions using Generic Maps of Pitches;

Trainee lead sessions, Tutor
facilitated & observing
Small teams of Instructors
delivering sessions

Practical 3:

-Sessions in Public Parks & other Urban areas
Sessions will concentrate on 1 of 4 Main Topics:
-Understanding The Map

Tutor facilitated Terrain Based:
Group work
-Safety - Analysis & Mgt of Risk;
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-Reading the Map
-Route Choice
-Relocation

- Incident Mgt;
-Effective Communication;
-Environmental Conditions &
Protection;
Discussions:
-Dealing with incidents;
-Implementing an EAP;

Practical 4: -

Assessment of Participants Ability (OAA 2 & 3)
-Using OAA Assessment forms correctly

Tutor Lead with probing
questions during Discussions:
Why assess?
Benefits of Assessing?
Best ways to tell someone that they
need to do more

Review &
Evaluation

-Reviewing Sessions - Outcomes reached?
-Evaluating own performance (PIG’s)
-Groups review & evaluating of Delivery methods
-Being Evaluated by Others (Participants & Managers)

Use of Self Evaluating forms with
guidance by Tutor
Discussion:
How useful is it to have your
performance Evaluated by
a) Yourself
b) Participants & Managers

Evaluation of
sessions by Tutor

Evaluate sessions, Instructors performances;

Tutor gives feedback to Trainees
Inform Trainees of progress on
course
Suggest PIG’s for Trainees

Day/Course so far
Debrief

Review Day/Course Outcomes

Question & Answers
Evaluation Forms

Stage Two: Advanced Orienteering Instructor
Day Three

Timings

Session

Module Objectives/Content

Delivery Methods
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By the end of this session trainees will:
Pre-Day Registration

15 mins

Sign-In sheets for Trainees

Practical 1:

Different Formats/Competitions in small areas;
-Exploring different formats to exploit small area attributes;

Trainee lead sessions, Tutor
facilitated & observing
Small teams of Instructors
delivering sessions
-1st Taste session
-Progressions

Practical 2:

Sessions in Forests – remote areas;
Sessions will concentrate on 1 of 4 Main Topics:
-Understanding The Map
-Reading the Map
-Route Choice
-Relocation

Trainee lead sessions, Tutor
facilitated & observing
Small teams of Instructors
delivering sessions

Practical 3:

Dealing with scenarios in terrain;

Topics assigned to each group to
work on:
-Safety - Analysis & Mgt of Risk;
- Incident Mgt;
-Effective Communication;
-Environmental Conditions &
Protection;

Practical 4:

Assessment of Participants Ability (OAA 2 & 3);
Using OAA Assessment forms correctly;

Tutor Lead with probing
questions during Discussions:
Differences between Grade 1 & 2
terrain

Review &
Evaluation:

Evaluating own performance (PIG’s);
Groups review & evaluating of Delivery methods

Evaluation of
sessions by Tutor

Evaluate sessions, Instructors performances;

Tutor gives feedback to Trainees
Inform Trainees of progress on
course
Suggest PIG’s for Trainees
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Day Debrief

Review Day Outcomes

Question & Answers
Evaluation Forms

Course Debrief

Review course Outcomes
Summary on next steps to complete qualification
Evaluation form completed

Question & Answers
Evaluation Forms

Stage Two: Advanced Orienteering Instructor
Practical Assessment
Timings

Session

Content

Delivery Methods

(Approx)
150 mins
Session:
60 mins
minimum

Practical 1
Grade 1 Terrain

Pre-Session:
-Briefing to Assessing Tutors on both sessions;
-Evidence of Planning, Risk Assessment & Management,
Safety procedures of Site;
-Set Up of Session;
-Dealing with Participants;

Trainee Instructor Lead;
Assessing Tutor – exploring
questions with regard to Evidence
of Planning, Risk Assessment &
mgt, Safety procedures;

Session Delivery:
-Session Layout;
-Session content;
-Appropriateness of Content, Progressions;

Observation by Assessing Tutor

Post-Session:
Feedback from Participants;
-Session;
-Instructor;

Feedback for Instructor from
participants with regard to the
Session content & delivery

Session Delivery:
-Session Layout;

Observation by Assessing Tutor

45-60
Mins
120 mins
Session:

Break & Travel
Practical 2
Grade 2 Terrain
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60 mins
minimum

-Session content;
-Appropriateness of Content, Progressions;
Post-Session:
Feedback from Participants;
-Session;
-Instructor;

Feedback for Instructor from
participants with regard to the
Session content & delivery

45-60
Mins
30-60
mins

Break & Travel
Interview
Preparation

Self Appraisal of Lesson plan;
Time to Collate feedback
Organise themselves prior to interview

30-45
mins

Informal Interview

Questions asked by Tutor on the Following Areas:
-Workbook;
-Logbook;
-Practical Assessment;
-Other as required;

Questions asked to Satisfy
Assessing Tutors, that Trainee
meets Competencies required as an
IOA Advanced Orienteering
Instructor (Question Sheet to be
used as a guide by Assessing Tutor)

20-30
mins

Debrief

Results of Assessment, two possible results:
Pass: Completed all elements to the satisfaction of the
assessing Tutor; Certificate will be issued to the
trainee upon receipt for completed paperwork from the Tutor;
Deferred: Further action required. An action plan to
overcome the shortfalls will be developed between the trainee
and the assessing tutor. This will detail exactly what and how
needs to be done to meet the course requirements.

At the end assessment, the trainee
will be informed of the result and it
will be explained to them the reason
they received the result.
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Appendix 3: New Event Registration Form
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Irish Orienteering
Association
Schedule of Fees for the Registration of Orienteering
Events (2006)
[As amended
February
2011]

R1: All International Events (C1) and National Events (C2) (including all events
bearing the title
‘Irish Orienteering Championship’, ‘Leinster Orienteering Championship’, ‘Munster
Orienteering Championship’ and ‘Connacht Orienteering Championship’ and
events with 'IOF World Ranking Event' status). Fee: €120
R2: All Regional Events (C3) organised by a club affiliated to the Leinster Orienteering
Council
(LOC). Fee: €80
R3: All other Regional Events (C3) and all Local Events (C4). Fee: €40
R4: Discounted rate for MTB-O, Trail-O and Night-O events. Fee: €20

RC: All closed events (CC), including those organised for members of a specific
club, company, organisation or affiliated body (e.g. IOSA), but specifically closed to
the general membership of the IOA. Fee: €20
RU: Uncategorised or unusual events, subject to prior approval (e.g. Rogaines
and Mountain
Marathons). Fee: €60
RX: If a club registers more than ten R2/R3 events in a season (1st August –31st
July), the ten most expensive events are charged at the normal applicable rates and
the remainder at this discounted rate. Fee: €20

Late-Registration Surcharge: Events accepted for registration after the applicable
deadline (only at the discretion of the IOA Fixtures Secretary) are subject to this lateregistration surcharge (per event) in addition to normal event fees. Surcharge: €25
Note: In exceptional circumstances, event fees may be reduced or waived entirely. Such
decisions are entirely at the discretion of the IOA Fixtures Secretary.
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Appendix 4: AGM Attendance Sheet
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